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Abstract— For data-intensive applications, energy expended in
on-chip computation constitutes only a small fraction of the
total energy consumption. The primary contribution comes from
transporting data between off-chip memory and on-chip computing elements—a limitation referred to as the Von-Neumann
bottleneck. In such a scenario, improving the compute energy
through parallel processing or on-chip hardware acceleration
brings minor improvements to the total energy requirement of
the system. We note that an effective solution to mitigate the
Von-Neumann bottleneck is to develop a framework that enables
computing in off-chip nonvolatile memory arrays, where the
data reside permanently. In this paper, we present a malleable
hardware (MAHA) reconfigurable framework that modifies nonvolatile CMOS-compatible flash memory array for on-demand
reconfigurable computing. MAHA is a spatio-temporal mixedgranular hardware reconfigurable framework, which utilizes the
memory for storage as well as lookup table-based computation
(hence malleable) and uses a low-overhead hierarchical interconnect fabric for communication between processing elements.
A detailed design of the malleable hardware together with a
comprehensive application mapping flow is presented. Design
overheads carefully estimated at the 45-nm technology node
indicate that for a set of common kernels, MAHA achieves a 91X
improvement in energy efficiency over a software-only solution
with negligible impact on memory performance in normal mode.
The proposed design changes incur only 6% memory area
overhead.
Index Terms— Energy efficiency, in-memory computing,
flash, Von-Neumann bottleneck.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N THE nanometer technology regime, power has emerged
as the primary design constraint. Since technology scaling
no longer provides a cubic reduction in energy following
Dennard’s scaling rules [1], attention has shifted to innovations
in computing frameworks [3], [6], [7], [19], which can simultaneously satisfy the ever-increasing demand for low power and
high performance. The demand for improved energy efficiency
is imposed by applications spanning diverse areas, such as
scientific computations, web serving, order processing, inventory control, data mining, multimedia storage, searching, and
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Fig. 1. In traditional computing systems, Von-Neumann bottleneck is a
barrier to improving energy efficiency for data-intensive applications. The
proposed MAHA framework can serve dual purpose of storage and computing
on demand to mitigate this bottleneck.

characterization [4], [18]. Many of these applications are dataintensive [4], primarily bound by off-chip input/output (IO)
performance and energy requirements. Embedded cache hierarchy partially alleviates this IO bottleneck but have already
hit limits in hiding the off-chip access latency [5]. In such
a scenario, doubling of transistor density per chip with the
aim of speeding up mathematical operations that are already
100× faster than argument fetch and store is unlikely to
bring any benefit in energy efficiency [4]. Thus, the increasing
requirement of back-and-forth data transfer between processor
and memory, referred to as Von-Neumann bottleneck, has
emerged as a barrier to both performance and energy scaling.
Today, a prevalent design practice to improve energy efficiency beyond that achieved through technology scaling is to
use explicit parallelism. In this context, the role of graphics processing units (GPUs), embedded field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), and customized accelerators as onchip specialized units has been previously evaluated [7].
While customizing the hardware to mimic application behavior
improves the computing energy, energy overhead due to data
transfer from off-chip memory to on-chip compute engines
is not adequately addressed. To overcome this energy barrier,
we present a malleable hardware accelerator, referred to as
MAHA (Fig. 1), that implements a reconfigurable computing
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fabric in the last level memory (LLM) array, thus enabling
computing within off-chip memory itself. It is realized by
converting regular block-based memory array organization
into a fabric of reconfigurable computing resources connected
through programmable interconnects (PIs). To demonstrate the
viability of the proposed approach, we consider NAND flash
memory. The choice of NAND flash technology is guided by its
CMOS-compatibility, which allows integration of static CMOS
logic alongside the memory; nonvolatility, which justifies
its usage as LLM, high integration density, and acceptable
read access energy and performance. However, the proposed
framework can be extended to other emerging nonvolatile
memory technologies, such as phase change memory and spin
torque transfer random access memory. Previous investigations
[8], [9] on processing in memory (PIM) considered integrating
general-purpose processors (GPP) and dynamic random-access
memory (DRAM) on the same die. The proposed MAHA
framework differs from PIM architectures in the following
respects: 1) it achieves on-demand computation by making
appropriate design modifications to the off-chip nonvolatile
memory organization; and 2) unlike IRAM [8], which is
software programmable, MAHA is a mixed-granular hardware
reconfigurable framework that offers higher energy efficiency
through parallelism and dynamic customization to application
characteristics.
In particular, this paper makes the following contributions.
1) It introduces MAHA, a novel spatio-temporal
hardware reconfigurable framework for data-intensive
applications, realized through design changes to
nonvolatile CMOS-compatible NAND flash arrays.
Architecture and circuit level modifications necessary
for transforming the memory array into a reconfigurable
computing resource are critically examined. Area and
energy overheads are accurately estimated.
2) It presents an efficient software flow for mapping diverse
applications to the MAHA framework which accepts the
control and data flow graph (CDFG) of an application as
input and generates the configuration bitstream as output. It also allows design space exploration for optimal
MAHA configurations.
3) It presents a hardware emulation framework, which
validates the functional correctness of the off-chip
MAHA framework.
4) It identifies key application and system primitives to
determine if an application will benefit from off-chip
computing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
identifies the Von-Neumann bottleneck as a primary barrier
to energy scaling for data-intensive applications. Section III
introduces MAHA and presents the hardware architecture.
Section IV describes how the MAHA framework can be realized with a CMOS-compatible NAND flash memory. Section V
describes the application mapping process. Section VI presents
the evaluation results for MAHA. Section VII discusses
key application and system characteristics, which make
data-intensive applications amenable to off-chip computing.
Section VIII concludes this paper and provides future research
directions.
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II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
In this section, we discuss the major barriers to energy
scaling in current computing architectures and provide the
motivation for an in-memory computing model.
A. Performance Barrier Due to the Von-Neumann Bottleneck
Projections for off-chip bandwidth and on-chip integration
density from ITRS [12] for future technology nodes suggest
that off-chip bandwidth scales poorly in comparison to onchip transistor density. While on-chip compute density is likely
to improve by a factor of 16X from 2011 to 2022, the offchip bandwidth is expected to increase by only 40% over
the same period. It is, however, worth noting that off-chip
memories have very high internal bandwidth. For example, if
a 2-KB page is simultaneously read from each 4096 blocks of a
45-nm 1-GB flash memory with a read cycle time of
20 ns, then the bandwidth available inside the flash array is
4.2 × 105 GB/s. In contrast, the bandwidth at the 16-bit flash
interface running at 20 ns is only 100 MB/s.
tproc =

1
× (1 + g × (h L1 × L1hitlat + m L1 × (L1misslat
Nissue
+ h L2 × L2hitlat ) + m L1 × m L2 ×(L1misslat + L2misslat
+ h LD × LDhitlat ) + m L1 × m L2 × m LD × (L1misslat
+ L2misslat + LDmisslat + GDaccesslat ))

or
tproc =

1
× (1 + g × Tmem )
Nissue

(1)

eproc = E compute + g × (h L1 × L1hiten + m L1 × (L1missen
+ h L2 × L2hiten ) + m L1 × m L2 × (L1missen + L2missen
+ h LD × LDhiten ) + m L1 × m L2 × m LD × (L1missen
+ L2missen + LDmissen + GDaccessen ))
or
eproc = E compute + g × E mem .

(2)

B. Energy Barrier for Data-Intensive Applications
A detailed study presented in [4] reveals that managing latency and energy for the memory and interconnect is
the key to achieving energy efficiency in future technology
nodes. These data-intensive applications either consist of:
1) kernels operating independently on nonoverlapping data
sets (e.g., encryption, target recognition, filtering, etc.); or
2) kernels working in a collaborative fashion on nonoverlapping data sets (e.g., hash generation, mapreduce, etc.) to
produce the final output. In order to identify the major hurdles
to energy scaling, we have simulated the performance of ten
common kernels using the Simplescalar v3.0d toolset [24]
for the processor configuration provided in Table I. Each of
these applications was compiled for the PISA instruction [24]
set with −O2 optimization. The compiled binary was then
simulated for the input data sets. For each of these kernels,
key system-level performance metrics, such as cache hit/miss
frequency, were noted. Values for these metrics were combined
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energy efficiency. Note that this has two implications for the
compute model.
1) Physically relocate compute resources closer to the last
level of nonvolatile storage, which drastically minimizes
the overhead for data transfer to on-chip execution units.
2) Replace the conventional software pipeline and caches
with a distributed compute and memory infrastructure,
which leverages local computation to minimize memory
and interconnect power dissipation.
In this context, we propose MAHA, a memory-centric hardware accelerator, which circumvents data transfer to the main
memory and improves energy efficiency through a close association of memory and compute logic.
III. MAHA-OVERALL A PPROACH
In this section, we present the MAHA architecture in detail
and describe the overall approach for off-chip acceleration.
A. Hardware Architecture

with representative latency and energy values at the 45-nm
technology node (Table II) to estimate the system-level energy
and latency requirements (Table III). In the presence of
on-chip caches, the effective number of cycles per instruction
(tproc ) for a processor can be computed using (1). In (1), h L1 ,
h L2 , h LD and h GD represent the hit percentage in L1, L2,
local DRAM, and global DRAM, respectively. m L1 , m L2 , m LD
and m GD are respective miss percentages. L1hitlat , L1misslat ,
L2hitlat , L2misslat , localDRAMhitlat , localDRAMmisslat , and
globalDRAMaccesslat stand for the hit/miss latencies associated with L1, L2, localDRAM, and access latency for
globalDRAM, respectively. In (1), g represents the fraction
of instructions with memory references and Nissue represents
the number of instructions issued in a given clock cycle.
Similarly, the average energy expended per instruction (eproc )
in a software execution model can be expressed as (2). In
(2), E compute represents the energy expended in the processor
due to instruction fetch, register file read, and execution.
L1hit/missen and L2hit/missenrepresent the L1 and L2 cache
hit/miss energies; LDhit/missen and GDaccessen represent the
hit/miss and access energies for local and global DRAM,
respectively. From Table III, we note that on average, access
to on-chip instruction and data caches contributes to 73% of
the total energy expended in the processor, while only 26% of
the total energy is actually invested in useful computations,
including fetch and decode operations. Among the kernels
investigated, Census exhibits maximum off-chip access.
C. Mitigating Von-Neumann Bottleneck Through
In-Memory Computing
The fact that almost 75% of the energy in a typical processor
is dissipated in data transport (from off-chip memory to
on-chip memory and between the compute pipeline and
on-chip memory), suggests that optimizing the compute model
for data-intensive tasks can reap large improvements in

MAHA is a spatio-temporal mixed-granular hardware
reconfigurable framework. It consists of an array of processing
elements (PEs), communicating using a hierarchical interconnect architecture. The target application to be mapped
to MAHA is represented as a CDFG. The software flow
partitions this CDFG into smaller multiple-input multipleoutput tasks and defines the schedule for execution of each
task. One or more of these tasks are then mapped to individual
PEs. The MAHA framework is realized through design time
modifications to a hierarchal memory organization such that
during runtime, it can be dynamically adapted to realize a
computing framework, which processes the data already stored
inside its memory. Fig. 2(a) shows the application mapping
flow for the MAHA framework.
1) Compute Logic: Each compute block or PE for the
MAHA framework is referred to as memory logic
block (MLB). The details of a single MLB as shown
in Fig. 2(b) include a dense 2-D memory array, which
stores lookup tables, data, or both, which is referred to as
function table. A custom datapath with arithmetic units,
such as an adder, multiplier, and permutation unit, such as
shifter, constitute the logic datapath. A local register file
is responsible for storing the temporary outputs from the
memory or the custom datapath. Sequence of operations
inside an MLB is controlled by a µ-code controller referred
to as a schedule table. Operations mapped to each MLB
execute in a topological manner over multiple clock cycles,
communicating with other operations in the same MLB via a
local register file.
2) Interconnect Fabric: Tasks mapped to different MLBs
communicate via a programmable and hierarchical
interconnect. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the interconnect
is time-multiplexed and shared among multiple MLBs.
As shown in Fig. 2(c), Sig1 and Sig2 are outputs of MLB A
and B at the end of cycle 1, while Sig3 and Sig4 are outputs
at the end of cycle 2. Signals at the end of each cycle are
transmitted over the same local/global channel to MLB C.
Since an input application is statically scheduled to the
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Fig. 2. (a) Overview of MAHA architecture and application mapping flow.
(b) µ-arch details of a single computing block (MLB). (c) Synchronization
among multiple MLBs over shared interconnect.

MAHA hardware, inter-MLB communication is deterministic
to the granularity of every clock cycle.
Significant gains in energy efficiency can be obtained by
computing inside the NVM, instead of transporting the data
stored in NVM to an external compute hardware. MAHA is an
attractive low-overhead and energy-efficient candidate for such
in-memory computing. In the NVM-based MAHA model,
multiple NVM arrays (e.g., flash blocks) can be grouped
together to form a single MLB. Each MLB would process its
local data, communicating with other MLBs as per application
requirements. The distribution of the data to multiple MLBs
would be handled through the flash translation layer or a
similar management layer responsible for mapping the input
logical address to a physical location in the NVM space.
To realize this MLB, static CMOS logic needs to be integrated
with NVM technology. As NVM technologies mature and
enter commercialization, the feasibility of integrating NVM
with traditional Si-CMOS logic on the same die improves.
B. Comparison With Alternate Accelerators
Differences and similarities between MAHA and existing
hardware accelerators are summarized below.

1) Computing Model: Hardware reconfigurable frameworks, such as FPGAs, Chimaera [10], Piperench [26], and
RaPiD [27] do not have inherent hardware support for spatiotemporal computing. On the other hand, frameworks, such as
MATRIX [28], Morphosys [11], and more recent ones [2],
[19] support spatio-temporal execution. The proposed MAHA
framework is also a spatio-temporal computing framework.
2) Granularity of Computations: The granularity of a computing framework is defined as the width of the smallest PE. Based on granularity, reconfigurable frameworks can
be classified into fine-grained [3], [10], coarse-grained [2],
[11], [19], [27], [28], or mixed granular [26], [29]. MAHA
is a mixed granular computing framework, which combines
the flexibility of fine-grained with energy efficiency of the
coarse-grained computing models.
3) Computing Fabric: For the purpose of computing,
hardware accelerators proposed earlier have only looked into
the use of fine-grained 1-D lookup tables (LUTs) [3], [10]
or logic-based wide datapaths [2], [11], [19], [26], [27]. The
proposed MAHA framework interchangeably uses the memory
for storage and for mapping one or more multiple-input
multiple-output LUTs.
4) Target Application Domain: Hardware accelerators
proposed earlier target a wide application space, bitlevel computations [10], signal processing [26], [27],
and image processing [11]. MAHA aims to improve
system energy for a variety of data-intensive applications,
particularly those that deal with integers or fixed-point
operands.
IV. NAND F LASH —A C ASE S TUDY
In this section, we describe in detail the hardware
architecture for an off-chip MAHA framework based on
CMOS-compatible single level cell (SLC) NAND flash
memory array [21]. CMOS-compatibility allows the integration of the MLB controller, including registers, datapath,
and PI, realized using CMOS logic, with the flash process.
Although multilevel cell (MLC) flash has gained more popularity due to its high-integration density and low cost per
bit, our consideration for SLC flash is mainly driven by the
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TABLE IV
F LASH O RGANIZATION AND P ERFORMANCE

Fig. 3. (a) Modifications to conventional flash memory interface to realize
MAHA framework. A small control engine outside the memory array is
added to initiate and synchronize parallel operations inside the memory array.
(b) Modified flash memory array for on-demand reconfigurable computing.
The memory blocks are augmented with local control and compute logic to act
as a hardware reconfigurable unit. (c) Hierarchical interconnect architecture
to connect a group of MLBs.

availability of open-source area, power, and delay models for
the same [23].
A. Overview of Current Flash Organization
A typical organization of the NAND flash memory is shown
in Fig. 3(a) [21] with the flash memory array and a number
of logic structures responsible for controlling the READ and
WRITE operations to the flash [22]. The NAND flash typically
has 8-b or 16-b I/O bandwidth. NAND flash is organized in
units of pages and blocks. Typical page size is 2 KB [21]
and each block can have 64–128 pages. During normal flash
read, the block decoder first selects one of the blocks, which
is followed by the page decoder selecting one of the pages
of the block. Contents of the entire page is first read into
the page register and then serially transferred to the flash
external interface. Baseline flash specifications are provided
in Table IV.
B. Modifications to Flash Array Organization
We introduce design modifications to the existing
flash memory to achieve on-demand computation while

Fig. 4. Modifications to the flash array architecture to support narrow READ
operation. The 8 to 256 decoder is responsible for selection of a set of columns
from the entire page.

ensuring that normal memory READ / WRITE operations are not
affected.
1) Compute Logic Modifications: A group of N flash blocks
are logically clustered to form a single MLB. In each MLB,
the blocks are logically divided into LUT blocks (storing LUT
responses) and data blocks (storing operands). The ratio of
data to LUT blocks impacts both the area overhead and the
flexibility to map a large application. Inside each MLB, operations are either mapped as LUT or custom datapath operations.
The MLB control logic and custom datapath are implemented
using static CMOS logic. In light of write endurance problems,
we avoid using the flash array for temporary data storage and
use a custom dual ported asynchronous read register file for
storing the intermediate outputs. Input operands for the LUT
or the datapath may come from either the register file or
another MLB. A fast intra-MLB multiplexor tree consisting
of pass gate multiplexors and weak keepers is responsible for
selecting appropriate operand(s) for the LUT and the datapath.
All operations within a given MLB are scheduled beforehand
and stored as µ-code inside the schedule table, implemented
using a 2-D flip-flop array.
For a normal NAND flash read, the entire page (typically
2 KB) is read at once. However, for LUT operations, due
to smaller operand sizes (16 bit), a wide read is avoided.
To achieve this, we propose a narrow-read scheme (Fig. 4)
for the LUT blocks in which a fraction of a page size is read
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at a time. The proposed scheme, however, incurs hardware
overhead due to wordline segmentation. To minimize this
overhead, we read only 64-b words from each block at a
time. The main advantage of this scheme is that it improves
energy efficiency by lowering the wordline capacitance. Only
64 flash cells have to be driven by a wordline and precharging is minimized to 64 bitlines (in the worst case). The
combinational logic required to switch between a narrowread for MAHA operation and full page read for normal
flash operation can be moved outside the cell array and used
together with the narrow read decoder to control the AND gates
used for segmentation. In order to exploit the data locality
inside a page, the segmentation for data blocks is coarse with
data sizes of 4096 bits being read out from each page and
stored inside buffers. A group of such LUT and data blocks
constitutes one MLB, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The two planes
of the flash array are logically divided into eight banks, each
consisting of two MLBs. Each MLB contains 256 blocks of
flash memory and is comprised of one LUT block and 255 data
blocks.
2) Routing Logic Modifications: In the baseline flash organization, each block communicates with the page register over
a shared bus. In order to minimize the inter-MLB PI overhead,
we assume a set of hierarchical buses with a crossbar present
at each level of hierarchy to select the source of the incoming
data, as shown in Fig. 3(c). We have assumed a hierarchy with
four levels similar to banks, subbanks, mats, and subarrays,
which is present in typical cache data arrays [16].
C. ECC Computation
Typically ECC in NAND flash is capable of correcting
1-bit and detecting up to 2-b errors (SECDED) per 512 B [30]
and ECC bits are interleaved with data. With selection granularity of 512 B in data blocks, no additional ECC bits are
required for these blocks. The ECC overhead is incurred only
for LUT blocks with a selection granularity of 64 bits. For the
SECDED scheme, seven parity bits are interleaved with each
64-b LUT response. This leads to an almost 3X increase in
ECC storage per LUT block. However, the large ratio (255:1)
of data to LUT blocks minimizes the overall ECC storage
overhead to <1%. The ECC check is performed for each data
and LUT READ operation. Any error detected by SECDED
hardware is communicated to the flash management layer and
execution is stalled.
V. S OFTWARE A RCHITECTURE
Fig. 5 shows the application mapping methodology for
the proposed acceleration platform. The application mapping
tool (called mapper) was developed in C language. The tool
successfully maps diverse applications of varying complexity
with different input constraints. Key features of the software
flow are as follows:
1) Description of Input Application Using an ISA: Our
software flow attempts to define an instruction set for the
proposed MAHA framework that includes common control
as well as data flow operations. The following is a brief

Fig. 5.

Application mapping flow for the proposed MAHA framework.

description of the operation types that are currently supported
by the software architecture:
i) bitswC represents operations which are bit-sliceable with
carry and can be bit-sliced into sub-operations with
smaller bit-width. For example, a 32-bit add operation
can be bit-sliced into 4 8-bit add operations. Addition,
subtraction and comparison are examples of bitswC
operations.
ii) bits represents operations which are bit-sliceable without
carry, such as logical (AND, OR, XOR etc.) operations.
iii) mult represents signed 2-input multiplication operation.
iv) shift and rotate has one operand and one shift/rotate
amount. The shift/rotate amount should be at least
log2(opbitwidth), where opbitwidth is the operand
bit-width.
v) sel represents an N-input to 1-output selection operation.
In addition to the N-input operands, it should have one
select signal with a bit-width of at least log2(N ).
vi) complex represents the general class of LUT operations.
The number of inputs (N) and the bit-widths of each
input (bitwidthi) is constrained by the total input size
for the LUT.
vii) load, and store are memory read and write operations,
respectively.
2) Application Mapping to a Mixed-Granular TimeMultiplexed Computing Fabric: The mapping process includes
two key contributions, namely: 1) decomposition of fine
and coarse grained operations; and 2) fusing multiple LUT
as well as custom datapath operations. The decomposition
routines support breaking the following operations into suboperations of smaller size: i) bitswC; ii) bits; iii) mult;
iv) sel; v) shift/rotate, which followed the method outlined
in [2]; and vi) load/store. Among the decomposition routines
implemented, decomposition of load/store operation deserves
special mention. During decomposition of load/store operations, memory is allocated in one or more MLBs depending
on the address size used for load/store and the number of
data blocks present inside each MLB. For load operation,
data from these distributed memories is read using the lower
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address bits, while the higher address bits are used to multiplex
the data coming from these distributed memories. For store,
the address is decoded and only a particular data block is
selected for storing the input data. Note that this distribution
of logical memory into multiple physical memory segments is
completely transparent to the user.
The proposed software incorporates three fusion routines:
i) fusion of random LUT based operations; ii) fusion of
bit-sliceable operations and iii) fusion of custom-datapath
operations. In all these routines, the decomposed CDFG is
first partitioned into one or more vertices.
Multiple MLBs in the proposed MAHA framework interact
following a cyclic schedule. MAX MLB Level denotes the
maximum number of consecutive vertex levels that can be
accommodated in a single MLB. Then following a module
scheduling policy, a vertex ’v’ in the input CDFG with a global
vertex level M, maps into a particular MLB.
3) Placement and Routing for a Hierarchical Interconnect
Model: Given the number of modules in each level of the
memory hierarchy and their I/O bandwidth, the software tool
places the MLBs in a hierarchical fashion such that the number
of inputs and outputs crossing each module is minimized. To
realize this, we have implemented a bi-partitioning approach
based on the FiducciaMatheyses algorithm where MLBs are
first allocated to the first level modules, then distributed among
second level modules. This continues until each MLB has
been mapped to the lowermost memory module. Routing of
signals in the CDFG is performed in the following hierarchical
order: i) routing of primary inputs to each MLB for all
levels of the cyclic schedule; ii) routing of signals which
cross each level of the memory hierarchy for all levels of
the cyclic schedule; and iii) routing of primary outputs from
each MLB for all levels of the cyclic schedule. The order
simplifies the static switch-box allocation across multiple
clock cycles. A signal is routed from the primary input to
a memory block on Channeli , only if corresponding channels
at upper levels of the memory hierarchy are free. A channel is considered to be available for routing only if: i) no
other signal is scheduled on the channel in the same clock
cycle, or ii) the multiplexor which drives the channel for
the current signal connects the same source and destination
for other signal(s) in different clock cycles. An already set
multiplexor indicates that it is used to route a signal with the
same source and destination for another cycle of the cyclic
schedule.
4) Functional Validation of the Proposed Framework:
The bitfile generation routine accepts the placed and routed
netlist and generates the control or select bits for the following:
1) Configuration for programmable switches
2) Schedule table entries which control the sequence of
operations inside each MLB. This includes enables for
writing into the register file and select signals for the
muxtree
3) LUT entries to be loaded into the function table
The bitfile generated by the tool for a given application can be
directly loaded into the MAHA verilog model. Functionality
in MAHA mode is then validated by applying inputs to the
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TABLE V
MAHA D ESIGN PARAMETERS

datain bus and noting the outputs available at the dataout bus
of the instrumented memory.
VI. R ESULTS
In this section, we first arrive at an optimal architecturelevel configuration for the MAHA framework and compare
its energy efficiency in terms of the energy-delay product
(EDP) with a baseline model (no acceleration). We also
present an FPGA-based emulation setup, which validates the
functionality for the MAHA framework.
A. Design Space Exploration for MAHA
Table V lists the key design parameters for the MAHA
framework. Steps followed for design space exploration are:
1) Estimate design overhead for the entire MLB as well as
for inter-MLB PI based on the area/delay/energy values
for individual MLB components and routing switches at
each point in the design space.
2) Map the benchmark applications to the MAHA framework and obtain a set of viable configurations for which
all the benchmarks can be mapped.
3) Calculate the area overhead, performance, and energy
requirements for each viable configurations, and select
the best configuration (design point) based on the
primary design parameter (e.g., energy efficiency).
B. Energy, Performance, and Overhead Estimation
The cycle time of 20 ns for MAHA operation is
calculated from the critical path delay components, namely
bitline precharge time (12 ns), intra-MLB delay (3 ns),
and inter-MLB signal propagation time (5 ns). Logic blocks
were synthesized using a 45-nm standard cell library for
minimum energy constraint. Area, delay, and energy models
for CMOS-compatible SLC NAND flash memory were
obtained from existing literature [22], [23]. These were used
to estimate the design overhead for the proposed narrow read
scheme.
The area for a single block of the flash array is modeled
using the equation 5 ∗ F 2 ∗ (Npages) ∗ (pagesize). For the
baseline flash array, this area at the 45-nm node is calculated
to be 21 234 µm2 . In order to support narrow READ operation,
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TABLE VI
F INAL MAHA H ARDWARE C ONFIGURATION

TABLE VII
M APPING R ESULTS FOR A S INGLE I NPUT V ECTOR W ITH
F INAL MAHA H ARDWARE C ONFIGURATION

TABLE VIII
Fig. 6. (a) Relative contribution of different components to the total area of
the modified flash. (b) Relative contribution of memory and logic components
to the total energy consumed in each MLB during MAHA operation.

an additional 8 to 256 decoder occupying 763 µm2 is inserted
to select the 64-b output from the page selected by the
page decoder. Since the LUT block is separate from the data
blocks, area overheads for the two cases are different. For
the LUT block, the area overhead is 1327, 680, and 18 µm2
respectively, while for the data blocks, the area overheads
for precharging logic, read decoder and sense amplifier are
1327, 21, and 1161 µm2 , respectively. Energy consumed
in the flash array is modeled following the FLASHPOWER
model as presented in [23]. As observed from our calculation,
the difference in energy values between normal flash READ
operation and the data and LUT READ operation for the
MAHA framework is due to bitline segmentation for the
respective blocks.
C. Selection of Optimal MAHA Configuration
As design parameters for the MAHA framework were
varied, the following parameters were noted: i) area overhead;
ii) latency (in terms of clock cycles) for a single iteration;
iii) number of MLBs required to map the application; iv) total
energy dissipated in the MLBs; v) area and energy for interMLB PI; and vi) size of reconfiguration data. The final
configuration (refer to Table VI) is selected on the basis of:
i) area overhead; and ii) performance. Table VI reports the area
for a modified memory block and the total interconnect area
corresponding to buswidth = 256 for a group of 16 MLBs
arranged in a hierarchy of 8, 1, 1, 2. Since each MLB is
comprised of 256 blocks, all 4096 blocks of the 1GB Flash
are also divided into 16 MLBs, which are again organized
in a 8, 1, 1, 2 hierarchy. Area overhead for this final MAHA
configuration stands at only 6%. Fig. 6(a) and 6 (b) provide the
area and energy breakdown for this final MAHA configuration.
D. Energy and Performance for Mapped Applications
Table VII shows the mapping results for a single CDFG
instantiation for each of the selected benchmarks mapped to
the final MAHA hardware configuration. Based on energy
and performance estimates for a single iteration, we estimate

E NERGY AND P ERFORMANCE R EQUIREMENT FOR C OMPUTATION AND
R ECONFIGURATION IN MAHA FOR L ARGE I NPUT D ATA S IZE

the same for a larger data set, taking into consideration the
reconfiguration overhead. Finally, this result is combined with
the latency and energy values required to transfer the resultant
output from off-chip memory to the host processor to arrive at
system-level energy and performance results. From Table VII,
we note that for MAHA, the average PI energy is significantly
(10.3X) less compared with the average MLB logic energy.
E. Comparison With a Conventional GPP
A hybrid system with a GPP and the MAHA framework
was realized using the Simplescalar v3.0d toolsuite [24] with
the GPP configuration outlined in Table I. Table VIII shows
the average contribution of each component to the total
energy/delay for the hybrid system.
1) Reduction in On-Chip and Off-Chip Communication: Table IX lists the improvement in processor execution
time, on-chip traffic (L1 and L2 access) and off-chip traffic
(L2 miss) compared with the baseline GPP results presented
in Table III. On average, we observe improvements of 75%
in execution time, 71% in on-chip traffic, and 45% in offchip traffic compared to the baseline processor. Note that the
maximum savings is for the Mapreduce class of applications,
which have large input and small output data sets and are not
compute-intensive.
2) Improvement in Execution Latency: The total time to
process data in a hybrid (software + hardware) system is
calculated as the sum of the reconfiguration time, execution
time, and the time required to transfer the resultant output
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4) Those with low computation requirements (e.g., color
interpolation) and the output size is same as input data
size are the least likely to benefit.
F. Comparison With FPGA and GPU
We have compared the energy requirement of the proposed
MAHA framework with commercially available FPGA and
GPU platforms. In case of FPGA, all benchmarks were
mapped to a 45-nm Stratix IV [29] device from Altera
using Quartus II mapping software. For GPU, the benchmarks
were run on a platform with an Intel Core i7 2960xm,
32 GB of DDR3-1333 memory and 2x GTX 580M mobile
graphics solution. The GPU is based on an under-clocked
GF114 core architecture, realized with 40-nm TSMC process.
Benchmarks were developed for this architecture using standard C implementations converted to the CUDA extension.
Average GPU power is calculated by multiplying the 40-nm
GPU power density, 0.3 W/mm2 , by the die area, 360 mm2 ,
then reducing this value by 25% to account for the 25%
reduction in clock frequency for the mobile version of the
GPU. From our experiments, we note that on an average
MAHA improves the energy requirement by 74% and 84%
over FPGA and GPU frameworks, respectively. MAHA eliminates the high energy overhead (91% and 64%, respectively)
for transferring data from off-chip memory to FPGA or GPU.
G. Hardware Emulation-Based Validation

Fig. 7. Comparison of (a) total processing time, (b) total energy requirement,
and (c) energy efficiency (measured in terms of EDP) between a CPU only
system and a system with CPU and MAHA-based hardware accelerator.

to the processor. From Tables VIII and IX, we note that
for applications with a large output data size, improving the
accelerator performance is expected to have minimal impact
on the system performance. For the selected benchmarks, the
hybrid system achieves a 8.3× improvement compared with
a software only solution.
3) Improvement in Energy: The total energy requirement
for the hybrid system is the sum of the reconfiguration energy,
the execution energy, and the energy to transfer the resultant
output to on-chip memory. On average, the off-chip MAHA
framework improves the total energy requirement for the entire
system by 10.9×.
4) Improvement in EDP: Fig. 7(c) compares the energy
efficiency for the applications mapped. On average, MAHA
improves the energy efficiency by 91.2×, the improvement
varying largely across applications. This suggests that not
all applications are amenable to acceleration through off-chip
in-memory computing.
1) Those which are purely data intensive (e.g., Census)
where the output data size is significantly less compared
with the input data size benefit most.
2) Those which are moderately compute-intensive
(e.g., 2-DDCT), but the output data size is equivalent
to the input data size benefit less.
3) Those which are compute-heavy (e.g., AES) and the
output size is same or less than input size benefit
still less.

We have developed an FPGA-based emulation framework,
which validates: i) functionality and synchronization of multiple MLBs for several application kernels; and ii) interfacing
the MAHA framework with the host processor. The emulation
framework attempts to use the off-chip flash memory simply
as a storage device without any design modifications to enable
in-memory computing. MAHA behaves as an energy-efficient
loosely coupled off-chip accelerator to which data-intensive
kernels can be off-loaded. The overview of the scheme is
shown in Fig. 8(a) with architecture and system details
provided in Fig. 8(b). The hardware emulation framework
was developed in the Altera Stratix IV FPGA environment
using Quartus II and the Nios II soft processor system. The
emulation framework consists of two FPGA boards, one DE0,
running a host CPU, and a DE4, consisting of three main
components: i) the MAHA framework; ii) the flash controller;
and iii) on board flash memory. The flash controller is a lightweight Nios II/e core, and the on-board flash memory has a
capacity of 64 MB. In comparison, the host CPU is the fastest
available Nios II/f processor. The two boards communicate
over three-wire SPI in a simple master/slave configuration.
The host CPU sends one 32-b header to the slave, specifying
the kernel ID to be run. The slave queries the flash for
all available kernels, and, upon finding a match, begins a
transfer of the configuration bits and data for processing
to the MAHA framework. If no match is found, the slave
immediately responds with an error code. Otherwise, the slave
will only interrupt the host CPU when it has completed the
operation, sending the output back to the host. Applications
are mapped to this emulation framework using the software
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5) eoffchip—average energy per instruction in the off-chip
compute engine;
6) etxfer —energy expended in the transfer of an output from
the off-chip framework to the host processor;
7) toffchip —ratio of cycle time of the off-chip compute
framework to that of the host processor;
8) n—fraction of speedup due to parallelism in the framework (ratio of on-chip to off-chip compute engine
count);
9) ttxfer —time taken in terms of processor clock cycles to
transfer an output from the off-chip compute framework
to the host processor.
With these primitives, the average time to execute a task in
a system with a host processor and the off-chip compute
framework can be formulated as
Tsys = Toffchip + Tproc + Ttxfer

(3)

where
Toffchip = toffchip
× (I f >g ( f ) × ( f − g + f × c × n)
Fig. 8. (a) Overview for off-chip acceleration with MAHA framework.
(b) System architecture for FPGA-based hardware emulation framework.
(c) Improvement in latency and energy with MAHA-based off-chip acceleration.

flow elaborated earlier. Functional correctness of the MAHA
framework was validated by mapping one security kernel
(AES) and two signal processing applications (2-D color
interpolation and FIR filtering). Energy values were obtained
using the DE4’s on-board current sensor and latency from
SignalTap Logic Analyzer. The latency and energy values for
the SPI component were scaled to reflect the bandwidth and
energy values for more realistic PCIe 3.0 × 16 interconnect
on a Stratix IV FPGA platform. Based on cycle-accurate
experimental data, as shown in Fig. 8(c), we observe 4X
improvement in latency for AES while 3X, 7X, and 3X
improvement in energy requirement for the three benchmarks.
The EDP improvements in the order of 10X, 7X, and 3X were
achieved on the emulation platform. Note that the benefit is
due to off-chip computing in proximity to the last level of
memory.
VII. D ISCUSSION
Before mapping a kernel to an in-memory accelerator, key
application and system primitives can be used to determine
whether it will benefit from in-memory acceleration. These
are listed below:
1) g—fraction of total instructions with memory references
(loads and stores);
2) f —fraction of total instructions transferred to an
off-chip compute engine;
3) c—fraction of instructions translated from the host’s ISA
to the ISA for the off-chip compute framework. Note that
loads and stores can be partially removed during such a
translation;
4) o—fraction of original instructions, which result in an
output. A fraction f × c × o thus produces outputs,
which need to be transferred to the host processor;

+ I f ≤g ( f ) × f × c × n)
Tproc = (1 − f ) × tproc
Ttxfer = ttxfer × (I f >g ( f )
× (( f − g) × o + f × c × o) + I f ≤g ( f ) × f × c × o)
where


I A (x) =

x
0

if x ∈ A
if x ∈
/ A.

As seen from (3), the first and the third terms increase
with f , indicating the increase in both Toffchip and Ttxfer .
The increase is more prominent once the fraction of task
f transferred is more than the fraction g dominated by
memory references. A similar expression for the energy of
the resultant system is given below, which shows the transfer
energy increasing and the processor energy decreasing with
increasing f
E sys = E offchip + E proc + E txfer

(4)

where
E offchip = eoffchip
× (I f >g ( f ) × ( f − g + f × c)
+ I f ≤g ( f ) × f × c)
E proc = (1 − f ) × eproc
E txfer = etxfer
× (I f >g ( f ) × (( f − g) × o + f × c × o)
+ I f ≤g ( f ) × f × c × o).
With performance and energy values typical to the operation
of an off-chip compute framework (modeled after the MAHA
platform as listed in Table X), we estimate the system-level
improvement in energy efficiency for applications with varying
values of the primitives listed earlier. Fig. 9(a) shows the
three components and the total system energy with g = 0.7
and c = o = 0.05, respectively. As clearly evident from
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NAND flash memory for on-demand reconfigurable computing are presented. Hardware architecture, software flow
and a hardware emulation platform for validating functional
correctness are presented in detail. Compared with a softwareonly solution, the proposed acceleration framework provides
91X average improvement in energy efficiency for a set of ten
common computing kernels. The improvement comes at the
cost of a modest increase in die-area and design effort.
MAHA proposes a major shift in the computing paradigm
for data-intensive applications. We show that compared with
alternative acceleration frameworks based on FPGA and GPU,
the proposed in-memory acceleration framework achieves significantly better energy efficiency. While this paper shows
the feasibility of effective hardware acceleration using offchip memory, it also creates new research pathways. Future
research efforts can be directed toward optimizing the MLB
architecture, interconnect topology, and the mapper software.
In addition, one can investigate the applicability of MAHA to
other emerging nonvolatile memory technologies.
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